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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a sun, introduced by Efimov and Steckin in [IO], has proved 
to be rather important in the general theory of approximation in normed 
linear spaces. (Recall that a subset V of a normed linear space X is called a sun 
if, whenever o0 E V is a best approximation to some x E X, then Q is also a best 
approximation to every point on the ray from u0 through x.) We mention 
only the following results: 
(1) Every convex set is a sun and in smooth spaces every proximinal sun 
is convex. 
(2) In finite-dimensional normed linear spaces every Chebyshev set is a 
sun (cf. Vlasov [14]). 
But it is still an open problem whether a Chebyshev set in an arbitrary normed 
linear space must be a sun.l In [6,7] the concept of a Kolmogorov set was 
introduced and it was observed that these sets are equivalent to suns. A 
subset V of a normed linear space is called a Kolmogorov set if we have 
V n K(v, , f) = o for every u0 in P,(f). Here P,(f) denotes the set of best 
approximations off by means of the elements of V and K(u, ,f) denotes the 
cone 
K(u,, ,f) := {u E X: Re x*(v - 0,) > 0 for each x* E &(f - vO)} 
1 Dunham has recently given an example of a Chebyshev subset in C[O, l] which is 
not a sun. 
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and L (,f’ ~ l-l,,) denotes the set of extremal points of the set 
ix* CG X”: ~ x* 1 and .u*(,f’-~ co) mm: 1’ I’,, i I 
It is now known (cf. [4, 51 and the bibliography cited there) that much of the 
linear or convex approximation theory can be extended to approximation by 
elements of suns. In [5] there was given a characterization of suns by intrinsic 
properties (i.e., without referring to an approximation problem) which is 
rather complicated mainly due to the fact that for characterizing the suns 
geometrically one uses not only the linear functionals in E(,f -~ tlU) but also 
the functionals of the oE,-closed sets containing C(f‘- 11”) (cf. [5] for details). 
This is in contrast to earlier results [3,4] in the space C(T, If). i.e.. the space 
of all continuous mappings from a compact Hausdorff-space T into a 
pre-Hilbert-space H and endowed with the Chebyshev-norm. In this special 
case we have the following characterization (cf. [3, 41): A subset V of C( T, H) 
is a sun if and only if for each,f’in C(T, H) we have K(,f, P,,) n V T- z implies 
v0 is in the closure of the set 
(0 E V: (.f(t) - 0,(r), v(f) - u”(t)) .:-- 4 Ij v(f) - zjo(t)l12 for every tin crit(f’-L>,)}. 
Here crit(f- z+,) denotes the set 
{t E T: i’f’- ~0 l/ = \l.f(t) - Ll0(t)jlH}. 
In the special case H == R this condition simplifies to: A subset V of C(T, R) 
is a sun if and only if for each,fin C(T, R) we have K(f, 0”) n I/ :,f o implies 
u0 in the closure of the set 
(21 E V: (f(t) - vu(t)) + (u(t) - v,(t)) 1:~ 0 for every f in crit(f- 11~)). 
Taking in account the representation of the extremal functionals on C(T, H) 
we see that for characterizing the suns in C(T, H) we need only the linear 
functionals in S(f‘-- l;J. The condition valid in the special case C(T, R) is 
easy generalized to arbitrary normed linear spaces, namely, 
It is easy to see that a sun in any normed linear space satisfies this condition 
(M). There arises the question whether there are spaces other than C(T, R) 
where this condition (M) is always sufficient for a set V to be sun. We will call 
such spaces MS-spaces. This problem was investigated first in [l]. It was 
shown there that a geometric property of the unit sphere (“strong non- 
lunarity”) was sufficient in order that every set with property (M) (such sets 
are called moons in [l]) be a sun. In particular, the following spaces are 
strongly nonlunar [I]: 
(a) the space C,,(T), T locally compact Hausdorff; 
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(b) the space L,(S, 2, p), (S, 2, p) a a-finite measure space, if and only 
if (S, 2, II) is purely atomic; 
(c) every finite-dimensional space whose unit-ball is a polyhedron. 
It is not known whether every MS-space is strongly nonlunar. 
In this work we continue the study begun in [l]. In 52 we first derive some 
properties of suns. The main result in this part is the following: 
THEOREM. Let V be a subset of a real normed linear space X. Then we have 
the implications “(i) 3 (i + l)“, i = 1, 2, 3, 
(1) V is a sun; 
(2) the metric projection P, associated with V is ORL-continuous (see 
definition below); 
(3) for eachf in X, every local minimum of the functional 
@f(V) := IIf- v 11 
on V is a global minimum; 
(4) V is a moon. 
In a MS-space all these conditions are obviously equivalent. 
Here ORL-continuity refers to a generalization of the usual notion of lower 
semi-continuity for set-valued mappings (see $2 for a precise definition). 
Roughly speaking the metric projection is ORL-continuous at a given point 
if it is lower semi-continuous as we approach the point from a certain 
direction along prescribed lines. It should be remarked that the metric 
projection associated with a sun in general is not continuous even in MS- 
spaces, as the results of Werner [I 51 show in the case of rational functions 
in the space C[a, b]. Perhaps surprising, then, is in MS-spaces suns are 
characterized by the ORL-continuity of their metric projections. (It is not 
known whether this result is valid in non-MS-spaces, e.g., in strictly convex 
spaces.) An immediate consequence is the result that in a MS-space every 
Chebyshev set with ORL-continuous metric projection is a sun. In 993 and 4 
we describe some constructions to get new MS-spaces from given ones. For 
this purpose we define in 42 the notion of an (A)-space, which is (formally 
at least) a strengthening of strong nonlunarity. We get the following theorems: 
(1) If T is locally compact Hausdorff and X an (A)-space (with a certain 
additional property), then the space C,( T, X) is an (A)-space. 
(2) If X, , i in Z, is a fami@ of (A)-spaces then the c,-product is an (A)-space; 
and the II-product is an (A)-space provided each X, satisjes a certain additional 
property. 
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During the course of the proof of the firstofthese two theorems we obtain-- 
in collaboration with P. D. Morris-a representation of the extreme points 
of the unit ball in the dual of C,( r, X). This generalizes a result of Singer [12], 
who proved the special case when T is compact and X a Banach space using 
more elaborate machinery. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, unless specified otherwise, X will denote a real 
normed linear space, X* its dual space, B(X) = {x t X: 11 x 11 < l}, S(X) = 
{x E X: 1; x 11 = l}, B(x, c) = {y E X: ‘1 x - y 1 < E>, and 6(X) is the set of 
extreme points of B(X). For each x E X, we denote the extreme points of the 
peaking set for x by 8(x). Thus 
8(x) = {x* E 8(x*): x*(x) = 11 x II}. 
By the o-topology on 6(X*), we will mean the relative weak* topology on 
8(X*). For a given set V in X, the metric projection onto V is the set-valued 
mapping P, defined on X by 
PV(x) = (V E V: 1: x - u 1 = dist(x, V)>. 
For an element uO E V, the inverse of Py is given by 
P&J = {x E x: vg E P”(X)]. 
If PV(x) # ~3 (respectively, P,(x) is a singleton) for each x E X, V is called a 
proximinal (respectively, Chebyshev) set. 
All other undefined notation or terminology can be found in [9]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. X is called an (A)-space if for each nonzero x in X and 
each a-open subset W3 G(x), there exists y in X such that 
(1) WI 8(y) 
and 
(2) sup{x*(x): x* E B(X*)\b(y)} < Jo x 11. 
Remark. We note that condition (2) implies that 8(y) 3 b(x). Also, by 





w 3 8(z) 
0 
sup{x*(x): x* E G(x*)\Qz)} < 11 x 11) 
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where d(z) denotes the o-interior of &(zj. (This formulation of (A)-space will 
be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.1.) 
As an immediate consequence of the definition, we have (taking y equal 
to x): 
LEMMA 2.2. g, for each x E S(X), 
sup{X*(x): x* E GI(X*j\b(x)) < 1, 
then A’ is an (A)-space. 
COROLLARY 2.3. AIl$nite-dimensionalpolyhedral spaces (i.e., those whose 
unit balls are polygons) and c0 (or more generally c,( Tj for any index set T) are 
(A)-spaces. 
Proof. In both cases, for each x E S(X), the set of all x* E &(X*)\&(x) 
such that $ 11 x 11 < x*(x) is finite. 
Remark. The condition of Lemma 2.2 is not necessary in general for 
(A)-spaces. This can be easily verified by considering the (A)-space I1 and 
noting that 
sup{X*(xj: x* E a(x*j\a(x)} = 1 
for every x E S(I,j which has infinitely many nonzero components. 
We recall the following definition. For any pair of points u,, , x in X, we 
define an open cone 
K(v, , xj = {y E X: x*(y - uoj -c 0 for every x* E b(u, - x)}. 
The space X is called strongly nonlunar [I] if, for each u,, E S(X) 
and 14 E K(v, , Oj, there exists an x E X such that u E K(v, , xj and --~-- 
v,, $ K(v, , xj I? S(X). (Actually, in [I] the point x was supposed to lie in 
B(0, I). However, it is easy to show that this definition is equivalent to the 
original one.) 
THEOREM 2.4. Every (A)-space is strongly nonlunar. 
Proof. Let X be an (A)-space, v0 E S(X), and u E K(v, , Oj, i.e., 
sup{~“(uj: x* E a(~,)} = 1 - 6 for some 6 > 0. Let 
w = x* E 8(x*): 1 - ; < x*(voj, x*(u) < 1 - 41. 
1 
Then W is u-open and W 1 a(~,,). Choose y E X such that 8( yj C W and 
sup(x*(v,): x* E &(X*j\G(yj} = 1 - E 
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for some t > 0. Setting x :-= I:” ~~ J‘, we see that W 1 G (cO ~ x) and 
sup(x*(c,): x* t G’(XY’)‘\@, - x)j =: 1 -~- E. 
If x* E &(u,, - x), then x* t W and 
T 
x*(Ll - uo) = x*(u) -- x*(21”) < 1 ~- ; - 1 - ; z 0. i 1 
Thus u E K(u, , x). Now suppose v E B(v,, , c) n K(o, , x). If x* E G”(u, - x), 
x*(u) < x*(vJ < 1. If x* E 6(X*)‘@(v, - x), then 
x*(v) = x*(v - vo) -t- x*(&J < 11 2) - vol + 1 - E < 1. 
Thus 11 v II < 1. We have shown that B(v, , 6) n K(v, , x) C B(0, I), i.e., -______ 
u0 $ K(v, , x) n S(X). This completes the proof. 
Let V C X. A point z),, E V is called a lunar point of V if x E P;‘(u,,) and 
K(v, , x) n V # m imply u0 E K(t), , x) n V. V is called a moon [I] if each of 
its points are lunar. V is called a SUIZ [lo] if, for each t’O E V, x E P;l(v,) 
implies u0 + X(x - vO) E P;‘(uO) for every X -2 0. 
V is called a KoZmogorov set [.5] if, for each v,, E V, x E P;‘(u,) implies 
for every u E V. 
min{x*(c --- PJ: x* E 8(x - vO)] < 0 
It is obvious that every sun is a moon. Further, we have: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V C X. The following are equivalent: 
(1) V is a sun. 
(2) V is a Kolmogorov set. 
(3) For each v,, E V, K(vo , x) n V = ~3 ,for every x E P;‘(v,,). 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) was first given in [5], while the equivalence 
of (1) and (3) (as well as an alternate proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2)) 
was given in [I]. From the results of [1], we cite the following: 
(a) if X is strongly nonlunar, then a set in X is a sun if and only if it is 
a moon; 
(b) the space C,(T), T locally compact Hausdorff, is strongly nonlunar; 
(c) the space L,(S, Z, p), (S, 2, p) a a-finite measure space, is strongly 
nonlunar if and only if (S, Z, EL) is purely atomic. 
The converse of (a) is still an open question, i.e., if every moon in X is a sun, 
must X be strongly nonlunar? Relative to this problem we can prove the 
following: 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a normed linear space such that every moon is a sun. 
Then each point of S(X) is not a lunar point. 
~- 
Proof. If some v0 E S(X) were a lunar point, then v0 E K(v, , X) n S(X) for 
every x E P&,(v,) n B(0, 1). Let V = [X\B(X)] u {q,). V is obviously not 
a sun. We will show V is a moon. For this it suffices to check only the point 
v,, E V (since every other v E Vis interior to V so v = P;‘(v) and K(v, v) = m). 
Let x E P;‘(vJ, x # v,, . Then x E B(0, 1) and so V, E K(v,,)m). Thus 
for each E > 0 there exists v, E K(v, , x) n S(X) such that 11 v,, - a, /I < 42. 
Since K(v, , X) is open, there exists u, E K(v, , X) and 11 u, /j > 1 such that 
‘I u, -- v, /j < 42. Then u, E V and II t[, - v0 I/ <: E so ZIP E K(v, , x) n v. Thus 
V is a moon. 
Let P[O, l] denote the space of all polynomials on [0, 1] endowed with the 
supremum norm. 
COROLLARY 2.7. In 9[0, I], there is a moon which is not a sun. 
Proof. Let X = P[O, 11. It suffices to show that the function u,,(t) = 
-1 + 2t is a lunar point of S(X). Let x E B(0, 1). It follows that v0 - x is a 
nonconstant polynomial. Using the well-known fact that 8(X*) consists of 
(plus and minus) all point evaluations, we see that 
K(v, , x) = {u E X: v(t) < v,,(t) if u,(t) -- x(t) = /I v,, - x 11, 
v(t) > vO(t) if vO(t) ~- x(t) = -11 v0 - xii>. 
Given any E > 0, we can “perturb” u0 by an amount less that 42 at each 
point to obtain a continuous function 71,, such that v”,(t) < VU(t) for all 
(finitely many) t such that z+,(t) - x(t) = 11 v0 - x 11, E,(t) > v,,(t) for every t 
such that v,,(t) - x(t) = -11 t0 - x I/, and ]/ d, 11 = 1. By a result of Wolibner 
[16], we can choose a polynomial v such that 11 v - Co 11 < c/2, v(t) = G,(t) 
for all t such that I v,(t) - x(t)1 = I[ , v0 - x 11, and II u/I = 1. Thus jl v - u0 II < E 
and v E K(v, , x) n S(X). Hence v,, E K(o,,)m) and u0 is a lunar point 
of S(X). 
Remark. The same argument as in the corollary shows that, in the space 
of analytic functions on [0, 11, there is a moon which is not a sun. These 
results should be compared with the fact that in C[O, l] every moon is a sun. 
Now we prove: 
THEOREM 2.8. Let V C X. Consider the following statements: 
(1) V is a sun. 
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(2) For each x t X, ecery local minitmtm qf’ the,fitnction 
@,,.( 1’) -= 1 x ~- 1’ 
on V is a global minimum. 
(3) V is a moon. 
Then (1) *+ (2) * (3). Hence in a MS-space, all three statements are equivalent. 
Proojl (1) a (2): Let x E X and let z.+ be a local minimum for @/-, i.e., 
there exists E 1.. Osuchthatj x--J -‘l~x~vlIforeveryc~VnB(tl~,~). 
if z+, is not a global minimum for GX, there exists some z: E V such that 
1~ x - v ! -< ~1 x ~ c,) ~1. Thus v E B(x, ‘1 x ~ vg 1) C K(c,, X) so K(c,, x) (7 V # (7. 
Let x1 = v0 A h(x - z.,,) for some 0 < h < c/2 ‘1 x ~~ L’~ 1~. Then x, E P,l(z+,) 
and K(v, , x1) = K(r,, , x). Since V is a sun, K(v, , x,) n V == “, which is a 
contradiction. 
(2) 3 (3): If V is not a moon, there exists P,, E V and x E P;‘(vJ with 
K(v, , x) n V # % such that u,, $ (Kq, , x)T i.e., there exists E >- 0 such 
that 
B(v, , C) n K(v,, , X) C X:, V. 
Let u E K(v, , x) n V. Then, for some h ) 0, u E B(c.” J h(x -- q,), h ~1 x -- u0 I’). 
Setting x, = v,, + h(x ~- vO) we get that u E B(x, , 1; x1 ~ L’~ I), K(z.3, , x1) -= 
K(v, , x), and 
B(v, , l ) n B(x, , 11 x1 - L+ ,I) C Xi\, V, 
i.e., x1 has v0 as a local best approximation in V. But 1 x, ~ u < ~ x1 ~ z+, ;
so v0 is not a global best approximation to x, . 
Remark. In general, none of the implications of Theorem 2.8 is reversible. 
To see that (2) 3 (1) is not true, we need only consider the set V which is the 
complement of the open unit ball in the Euclidean plane. V is obviously not 
a sun but it is easy to verify that the functions @+ have only global minima. 
To see that (3) * (2) is generally false, let X be the Euclidean plane and let 
v = ((4, 7): gz + q 3 1). 
This set is readily seen to be a moon, but the point x = (0, -4) has (0, 1) as 
a local best approximation in V which is not a global best approximation. 
For the remainder of this section, we investigate the connection between 
suns and moons with certain continuity properties of the metric projection. 
We consider a more general concept than the usual concept of lower semi- 
continuity. 
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DEFINITION. Let V C X and x0 E X. We say that P, is outer radially lower 
continuous (abbreviated ORL-continuous) at x0 if, for each ZI,, E Py(x,,) and 
each open set W such that Pv(xO) n W # a, there exists a neighborhood U 
of x0 such that Pv(x) n W # m for every x E U n {t’,, + h(x, - q,): h 3 11. 
P, is called ORL-continuous if it is ORL-continuous at each point of X. 
(Note that Pv is obviously ORL-continuous at each point of V.) 
LEMMA 2.9. Let V C X and x0 E X. The following statements are 
equivalent :
(1) Pv is ORL-continuous at x0 . 
(2) For each v 0 , v1 in P&J and each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
Pv(x:) n B(v, , c) # 0 for all x in {vO + h(x, -. vJ: 1 < h < 1 + S}. 
(3) For each v,, , v1 in P,(x,,) and every sequence x, in {v,, + x(x, - vO): h 3 I} 
with x, --f x0 , there exists v, E Pv(x,) such that V, - v1 . 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) is clear. 
(2) 3 (3): Let vO, v1 in Pv(x,,) and x, = v0 $- X,(x, - UJ with A, > 1 and 
A, -+ 1 (i.e., x, +x0). For E = I there exists 6, > 0 such that Pv(x) n 
WV, , 1) # o for every x E V8, , where V, = {v,, -t h(x,, - Q): 1 < h < 1 + S}. 
Choose ~1~ such that x, E V8, for every n > n, . Choose y, E Pv(xn2) n B(v, , 1). 
For c = -i- there exists a 6, , 0 < 6, < 6, , such that Pv(x) n B(v, , &) # .@ 
for every x E Vsz . Let n2 > n, be such that x, E V8$ for every IZ 3 n2 and 
choose ye E Pv(x,,) n B(vl , 9). C on muing in this fashion, we obtain a t’ 
sequence of integers (n,), a decreasing sequence of positive numbers (6,) 
and a sequence (yk) such that 6, ---f 0, x, E Vsl, for every n 3 n, , and 
,vn: E Pv(xog) n B(v, , l/k). We define a sequence (v,) by taking v, C P(x,) for 
n=l n,- ,...9 1, v,~ = yli for every k, and v, E Pv(x,) n B(v, , l/k) for 
n, < n < n,,, . Then v, E Pv(x,) for every n and v, + v1 . 
(3) * (1): Suppose (3) holds but (1) fails. Then there exists v,, E Py(xO) and 
an open set W with Pv(xO) n W # m such that for every neighborhood U 
of x,, there exists an x in U n {vO + h(x, - vO): h :> l} such that 
Pv(x) n W = a. Choose v1 E P,(x,) n W. Then for every n there exists 
X - v,, + h,(x, - vO) with 1 < A, < l/n such that Py(x,) n W = m. Then n- 
x, --f x0 , but, if v, E Py(x,), then v, $ W so v, H v1 . 
THEOREM 2.10. Zf V is a sun, then Pv is ORL-continuous. 
Proof. Let x0 E X, vO, v1 in P,(x,), and E > 0. It suffices to show 
that if x = v0 + A(x,, - v,), X > 1, then Pv(x) n B(v, , 6) # 0. 
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Now co E Pv(x) since V is a sun, and 
implies 11 x - v1 1: = 1: x - v0 1, and vr E PV(x). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let V C X. If Pv is ORL-continuous, then “local best 
approximations are global,” i.e., statement (2) of Theorem 2.8 holds, 
Proof. If not, there exists x,, E X, vu t V, and E :> 0 such that !I x,, - v0 ~, <; 
]I x,, ~ v // for every v E B(v, , E) n V, but ~1 x0 - v0 Ii > dist(x, , V). Let x1 be 
the last point on the line segment [vO, x,] which has v0 as a best (global) 
approximation in V. Thus dist(x, V) < /I x - c’” 1~ for every x E (x1, x,]. 
Choose 6 > 0 such that PI,(x) n B(v, , c) f r* for every x E V,- 
{x,+;\(x,-vv,):l <A< 1 + 81. If x,~ E V, and v E Pv(xJ n B(t), , E), then 
I] xA - v 11 < 11 xA - v,, ~1 and so 
which contradicts the fact that v. is a local best approximation to x,, . 
By combining Theorems 2.8, 2.10, and 2.11 we obtain the theorem stated 
in the introduction. In particular, we have: 
THEOREM 2.12. Let X be MS-space. A subset of X is a sun fund only ifits 
metric prqjection is ORL-continuous. 
3. THE SPACE C,(T,X) 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and X a (real) normed linear 
space. We denote by C,(T, X) the space of all continuous functions z: T --ir X 
which vanish at infinity, and endowed with the supremum norm: 
I z 1~ = sup ~1 z(t)lix . 
teT 
Thus z E C,(T, X) if and only if z is a continuous X-valued function on T 
such that the set {t E T: ‘1 z(t& > E} is compact for every E :> 0. With the 
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pointwise linear operations, C,,(T, X) is a normed linear space. Whenever it is 
necessary to distinguish between the norms in C,(T, X) and X, we denote the 
latter by I/ * lIx. We often write C,(T) for C,(7’, R), when R is the set of real 
numbers. 
For a given z E C,,(T, X), its critical point set is defined by 
crit z = {t E T: 11 z(t)ll. = I/ z II}. 
A space X is called an (A&space if it is an (A)-space and G(x) is weak*-closed 
for every nonzero x in X. (The latter condition is always satisfied, in particular, 
when 8(X*) is weak*-closed.) The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be an (A&space. Then C,(T, X) is an (A)-space. 
COROLLARY 3.2. IfX is ajinite-dimensionalpolyhedral space, then C,( T, X) 
is an (A)-space. In particular, C,(T) is an (A)-space. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 depends on a number of lemmas which are of 
independent interest. If x* E X* and t E T, we denote by z* = x*(.(t)) the 
element of C,(T, X)* defined by z*(z) = x*(z(t)) for every z E C&T, X). Our 
first lemma characterizes the extreme points of the unit ball in C,(r, X)* and 
was proved in collaboration with P. D. Morris. It generalizes a result of 
Singer [13], who proved it in the case in which T is compact and X a Banach 
space. Our proof, as distinct from his, is independent of the representation of 
the elements of the dual of C,,(T, X). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a (real or complex) normed linear space and 
2 = C,(T, X). Then 
c&Z*) = {x*(.(t)): x* E 8(X*), t E T>. 
Proof. Let A = {x*(*(t)): x* E B(X*), t E T}. 
CLAIM. A is a weak*-closed (hence compact) subset of B(Z*). For let 
z a * == x,*(ft,)) be a net in A which converges weak* to some z* E B(Z*). 
Case 1. (t,) has a cluster point t E T. Then there is a subnet (toa> such that 
t, -+ t. Now (zu*) also converges weak* to z *. By passing to a further subnet 
of (xij*) if necessary, we may assume that (x0*) converges weak* to some 
3c* E B(X*). Thus, for every z E Z, 
z*(z) = li? zq*(z) = liy xB*(z(to)) = x*(z(t)) 
and hence z* = x*(.(t)) E A. 
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Cuss 2. (t,) has no cluster point. If z t Z and E ;:- 0, choose a compact set 
T,, C T such that ~1 z(t)11 < E for every t t T:,T,, . Since (tJ has no cluster point, 
there exists an index oiO such that t, E T\T,, for every N > N,, . Hence, for every 
01 > 01”) 
1 z,*(z), x,*(z(tJ)l ” ! Z(fJ r E 
implies that z,* converges weak* to 0 E A. 
CLAIM. The weak*-closed convex hull of A, &$A), is equal to B(Z*). 
For, if not, then by a well-known separation theorem [9, p. 4171 there would 
exist z E Z, and z,,* E &Z*)\=(A), such that 
Re z,,*(z) > sup{Re z*(z): z* E co(A)} 
> sup{Re x*(z(t)): x* E B(X*), t E T) 
= /lZij, 
which is absurd. 
CLAIM. b(Z*)C {x*((t)): x* E 8(X*), t E T}. 
Let E = {x*((t)): x* E 8(X*), t E T}. By a theorem of Milman (cf., e.g., 
[9, p, 440]), &(Z*) CA. If there is some z* E b(Z*)\E, then z* = x*((t)) 
for some x* E B(X*)\,b(X*) and some t E T. Hence there exist x1*, x2* in B(X*), 
x1* # x2* such that x* = :(x1* -1 x2*) and so z* == i[xr*((t)) L x,*(.(t))], 
which contradicts z* E 8(Z*). Thus 8(Z*) C E. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.3, we must show that EC cj(Z*). Let 
x0* E 6(X*), to E T, and suppose 
x0*(+,)) =:= gzl* $ z2*1 for some zi* E B(Z*). 
Let z E Z, 11 z 11 :< I, and suppose x,*(z(t,)) = 0. We will show that 
zl*(z) = za*(z) = 0. Fix an arbitrary E > 0. Let T,, = {t: ,I z(t)li > ~j and 
Y = {t: ~1 z(t)!1 I> c/2:. Then U is a neighborhood of the compact set To. 
By Urysohn’s lemma, we choosef’E C,,(T) such that 0 < f < I,,f = 1 on r,, 
andJ’ = 0 off U. Set z1 = zf. Then z1 E Z, 11 zr ~1 < 1, and, for every t E T. 
II z(f) - zdt>,’ = [1 -f(t)1 II -4t)ll < E, 
i.e., 11 z - z1 ;I < F. Again by Urysohn’s lemma, we choose g E C,(T), with 
0 < g f 1, such that g(t,) == 1 and g = 0 off the set {t: /I z(t)11 < ~/2). 
Choose x E S(X) such that Re x,*(x) > 1 - (c/4) and set z2 = xg . Then 
z2 E Z, 11 z2 11 = 1, and zz(t,) = x so 
1 - 1 < Re xO*(z,(to)) = i [Re zl*(zg) + Re z,*(zJ], 
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which implies 
(1) min{Re z,*(z,), Re z2*(zJ} > 1 - (42). 
Also, 1~ z1 + z2 ~1 = 1 implies that 
1 - i < Re x0*(z3(t0)) = Re x,,*[zl(tO) + z,(t,)] 
= ; [R e zl*h + 4 + Re z2*(z1 + z&l, 
from which it follows that 
(21 min{Re zr*(zr i zJ, Re z2*(z, + zJ} ) 1 - (42). 
Combining (1) and (2) we get 
[Re z~*(z,>] < 42 for i = 1, 2. 
A routine computation shows that 
I Im zi*(zz)l ,< 6, I Im zi*(zI + zz>l < ~2 
for i = 1,2. Thus 
I Im zi*(z& < I Im zi*(zl + z,)i + / Im zi*(zz)l e; 2 dG 
fori= 1,2.Hence,fori= 1,2, 
I G*(z)1 < I zi*cz - 4 + I zi*(zI>l 
< II z - z1 II + lJE2/4) + 46 -c E + 1/(9/4) + 4E. 
Since E was arbitrary, this shows that zl*(z) = z**(z) = 0. We have shown 
that 1’ z 11 -< 1 and x,*(z(t,)) = 0 imply zr*(z) = z2*(z) = 0. It follows that 
zi * =- aixO*((t)) for some scalars (Y~ (i = 1,2). Since x,*((t,)) = &(zl* + zz*), 
a1 = No = 1 and x,*(*(t,)) E 6(Z*). This completes the proof. 
It is well known [12] that, if Y is a subspace of the normed linear space Z, 
then 6( Y*) C {z* Iv: z* E G(Z*)}. Thus 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Y be a subspace of C,(T, X). Then 
a( r*> c {X*(*(t)): x* E CqX”), 1 E T}. 
We state the following simple result for reference purposes since it is used 
several times: 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let X and Z be as in Lemma 3.3. Thenftir each compact .ret 
T,, C T, each neighborhood U qf’ T,, , and each x t X, there exists z E Z such 
that z = x on T,, , z = 0 ofs U. arid 1, z ‘~ =~- ’ x I . 
Prooj: By Urysohn’s lemma there exists ,f‘~ C,(T) such that 0 :...,/’ I, 
f = I on T,, , andf’ = 0 off U. The element z = of works. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let X and Z be as in Lemma 3.3. Then G’(Z*) is homeonzorphic 
to the product T x L(X*) (relative to the o-topologies on E(Z*) and 8(X*)). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, 
B(z*) = {X*(.(t)): x* E 8(x*), t E T}. 
We define F: T x 8(X*) + 8(Z*) by 
F[(t, x*)1 = X*(.(t)). 
F is clearly onto and continuous. Suppose x1*((t)) = x2*(.(t)). If t, f tZ , 
then taking an x E X1,X,*-l(O). an application of Lemma 3.5 yields a z E Z 
such that z(tI) = x and z(tJ := 0. But this implies the contradiction 
xl*(z(tl)) f xz*(z(tz)). Hence t, =~ t, . A similar argument shows x1* ~7 x,*. 
Thus Fis one-to-one. To show F-l is continuous, let x,*((t,)) ---f x*(.(t)). We 
must verify that x,* --p x* and t, * ---F t. If t,* + t, there exists a neighborhood 
U of t and a subnet (t3) such that t, $ CJ for every ,& By Lemma 3.5 there is 
z E Z such that z(t) .= x E X\s*-l(O) and z = 0 off U. Then 
0 # x*(x) q -- x*(z(t)) = lim xa*(z(ta)) = 0, 
which is absurd. Thus t, - t. Now let x E X be arbitrary. Choose a neigh- 
borhood U of t such that i? is compact, and choose q, such that t, E U for 
every 31 3 z0 . By Lemma 3.5 there exists z E Z such that z = x on U. Then, 
for every 01 3 a0 , 
x&*(x) =z x,*(z(t,)) ---f x*(z(t)) = x*(x). 
Hence x,* 4 x* and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION. Let X and Y be topological spaces. A set-valued map 
Y: X --f 2y (the set of all closed subsets of Y) is said to be upper semi- 
continuous (abbreviated u.s.c.) at x0 if for each neighborhood W of ‘u(x,) there 
exists a neighborhood U of x,) such that Y(x) C Wfor every x C U. Y is called 
U.S.C. if it is U.S.C. at each point. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let X be an (A)-space. Then (relative to the u-topology on 
8(X*)) the peak set mapping x ---f G(x) is U.S.C. 
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Proof. Let x0 E X and W be a u-open neighborhood of 8(x,,). If x0 = 0, 
the result is trivially true. If x0 # 0, there is a y E X such that a(~;) C Wand 
sup{X*(x,): x* E b(X*)\6(y)} = ,I xg !: - 6 
for some 6 > 0. Let 
u = {x E x: II x - x, II < 6/2}. 
If x E U and x* E &(X*)\&(y), we have 
x*(x) = x*(x - x0) f- x*(x& 
-G /I X - X0 II + II X0 i - 6 < ~1 X0 il - 6/2 < 11 X ‘1, 
so x* $8(x). Thus 8(x) C g(y) C W for each x E U. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let z E S(Z) and let W be a o-open neighborhood 
of B(z). We have to show the existence of a y E Z such that WI b(y) and 
sup{z*(z): z* E &(z*)\G( 4’)$ < 1. 
By Lemma 3.6, we may assume that 
w = u F(Ai x Ui) 3 8(z), 
iol 
where Fis the homeomorphism constructed in Lemma 3.6, Zis some index set, 
and Ai and Ui are open in T and 8(X*), respectively. By assumption, a(z(t)) 
is compact whenever z(t) # 0. Using Lemma 3.7, we deduce that the map 
t + G(z(t)), and hence also the map t + {t} x G(z(t)), is u.s.c. Since crit z is 
compact, it follows by a theorem of Michael [ll] that 
and hence 
W) = F (,.& [ItI x W))l) 7 
is compact. Thus there exist sets A, x U, ,..., A, x U, such that 
b(z)C iJF(A, x UJC W. 
i=l 
For each t E crit z, define 
U(t) = {i E N: Ai X Ui n {t} X a(Z(t)) # 631 i: G5, 
4) = u ui 3 &(z(t)), 
isa 
640/10/3-5 
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and 
Note that A(t) is open and 
c?(z) c u F[{tj -*I a(t)] c (J F[A(t) % u(t)] c w. 
tscrit z tscrit P 
Now t ---> 6(2(t)) is U.S.C. and so, for each t E crit z, there exists a neigh- 
borhood B(t) of t such that B(r) C A(t) and E(z(t’)) C a(t) for every t’ E B(r). 
Thus 
cqz) c u F[B(l) x <a(t)] c w. 
tfcrit 7. 
Let C = Ulwritz B(r). Then, for each t’ E C, we see that 
F[{t’) x B(z(t’))] c (J F[B(t) x a(f)] c w. 
fscrit 3 
We now choose an open set M such that 
crit z C M C .M C u B(t), 
tmxit i 
R is a compact G, , and 
MC {t: i/ z(t)11 :- *j. 
Next we extend the definition of a(t) and B(t) to all of I%?. Since R is compact, 
there exist t, ,..., t, in crit z such that R C uy Bk , where BJc = B(t,J. For 
each t E l$crit z, define 
I = n {B, : t E B,()- 
and 
a(t) == (J {c$t,;): t E B,). 
Note that B(t) is a neighborhood of t and a(t) is open. 
Let t E M\crit z. Then, for each t’ E B(t), 6(z(f’)) C a(t). Also, 
F[{t) x b(z(t))] c u F[B(i) x &)] c w. 
kiz 
To verify the relation uiEAu F[B(I) x a(t)] C W, it suffices to show 
F[B(f) v #x(i)] C W for every i E R\,crit z. Now 
~(7) x a(t) = n {B, : f E B,: x n {a(t,): i t B~) 
= fk$kI in (4 : f E 41 x 4h)i c Ik&kj & X 4bJ 
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implies 
F[B(t) x a(t)] C u F[BI, x a&)] C W. 
{k:iefk) 
Since X has the (A)-property, for each t E M there exists xt E X, I! xt 11 = 1, 
such that 
8(x,) c 8(x,) c a(t) 
and 
sup{x*(z(t)): x* E G(X*)\Q(x,)} = ji z(t)11 - <t 
for some l t > 0. By the continuity of z and the U.S.C. oft ---f g+(t)), for each 
t EM there is a neighborhood D(t) of t such that D(t) C B(t) and, for each 
t’ E D(t), 
8(z(t’)) c k(xt), and II z(t’> - z(t)ll < 42. 
Since R is compact and uttm D(t) 3 M there exist s1 ,..., s, in M such that 
M C LJ,“=, D, , where D,, = D(&). 
Since M is a compact Gs , we can choose a “partition of unity” p1 ,..., pm 
in C,,(T) as follows: pi 2 0 for every i, pi = 0 on M\Di , Cy pi = 1 on R, 
and Cl” pi -c 1 off M. We set 
v(t) = f Pi@> xi 2 where xi = x,, . 
1 
For each t E R, put 
We now show that 
b(t) = (i E IV: pi(t) # 0:. 
4~ m = n 4x,) for every t E M. 
itblt) 
First note that niebct) 8(x,) # o since 8(xJ 3 G(z(t)) for i E b(t). Now 
x* l nisb(t) 8(x,) implies 
x*WN = g pi(t) x*W = C pi@> = 1 b II .dt)li. 
1 &b(t) 
Thus x* E &(y(t)). Conversely, if n* E &y(t)), then for i,, E b(t) 
1 = :I YWll = x*(Y@N = 1Pi@> x*(-d < Pi”01 x*&J + 1 - p&>, 
which implies that 1 ,( x*(xiO) and so x* E 8(x$,). 
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We have , ~j(t) p= .V ~ -~~ I for every t E M and crit JJ 3 M. But C pi c 1 
off M so ~ y(r) C, I off M and crit J’ = M. For every t E A. 
,rtt,,t, 
for every i E b(t). Hence 
F[{r] x d(y(t))] CF[B(&) x a&)] c w. 
But 
G”(Y) = (J mt: x cY(tNl 
t&i 
and so 6(y) C W. 
It remains to show that 
sup{z*(z): z* E e(z*)\a(y)) < I, 
i.e., 
sup{x*(z(t)): x*(.(t)) E qz*)\a(Y)) < 1. 
Now x*((t)) E &(Z*)\&( 4’) if and only if x* E 6(X*) and either t $ crit y = &? 
or x* $ &Q(t)), t E crit y. If t E K? and x* 6 &(y(t)), then x* $ &xi) for some 
i E b(t) implies t E Di and 
x*(z(t)) = x*(2(t) -- z(Q) + x*(z(ti)) 
< $QL -t II z(&)ll - Eti = I/ Z(li)ll - &t , 
< 1 - Eg, 
where co = 4 minIsiCll E,; . Also, 
sup{li z(t)ll: t $ M} = 1 - Ed 
for some q .> 0. Taking E = min{E, . Ed}, we conclude 
sup{x*(z(t)): x*((t)) E b(z*)\b(y)} < 1 - E < I, 
and the proof is complete. 
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4. PRODUCT SPACES 
Let (XJ, i E Z, be a collection of real normed linear spaces. By the I,-product 
of the Xi , denoted (niE, XJl, , we mean the set of all functions x on Z such 
that x(i) E; Xi for each i (i.e., x E nipI Xi) and supiGl 11 x(i)/1 < 00. Defining, 
the linear operations pointwise and a norm by I/ x 11 = supisl Ij x(i)ll, (niE, Xi,&, 
is a normed linear space. By the c,-product of the Xi , denoted (Ilie, X&, , 
we mean the subspace of (J&, XJl, consisting of those x such that the set 
{i E Z: // x(i)l! 3 E> is finite for every E > 0. Similarly, the &-product of the Xi , 
denoted KIiE1 XJl, , is the set of all functions x in JJieI Xi such that the norm 
11 x I/ = &, I/ x(i)11 is finite. 
It is well known (cf. [S]) that (ni X,*h, (respectively, (nIi Xi*)r,) is 
isometric to (JJi X,),, (respectively, (I& XJl”,) via the mapping (x*(i))iEI -+ x* 
defined by 
x*(x) = C x*(i) x(i) 
id 
for every x in the product space. Also, it can be readily verified that if 
X = (nTi X&, (respectively, X = (ni Xi)l,), then 
6(X) = {x E X: x(a) E 6(X,) for some 01 and x(i) = 0 if i # II> 
(respectively, G(X) = {x E X: x(i) E S(XJ for every i}). 
We first consider the c,,-product X = (ni XJC, . For any x E X, we define 
crit x = {i E I: II x(i)11 = // x iI>. 
THEOREM 4.1. (ni X,),, is an (A)-space if and only if each Xi is an 
(A)-space. 
The essential part of the proof is contained in 
LEMMA 4.2. Let X = (IJiEI X& , and x E X\(O). Then 
(a) a(x) = (x* E X: x*(j) E &x(j)) for some j E crit x and x*(i) = 0 if 
i #:j). 
(b) Zf W, is u-open in 8(X,*) and W = JJIip, Wi , where Wi = (0) ifi # iy, 
then W is u-open in 8(X*). 
(c) Zf W is u-open in 8(X*) and W 1 a(x), then, for each j E crit x, the set 
Wj = {x*(j): X* E W} n 8(Xj*) 
is o-open in 6(X,*) and Wj 3 6(x(j)). 
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Proqf: The proof of (a) is routine and omitted. For (b), let x,* E W, . 
Then there exist x,r ,..., x,,! in X, and E 1, 0 such that the set 
u, = fi {ya* E 8(x,*): i y&*(x&) - x,*(x,g)l < Ej 
I;=1 
is contained in W, . We can assume x,*(x,J i 0 for some k. Then, for E > 0 
small enough, ya* E U, implies JJ~*(xJ # 0 for some k. Define xx: E X by 
putting xk(a) = xUk and x,,(i) = 0 if i f 01. Let x* E X* be defined by 
x*(a) = x,* and x*(i) = 0 if i + 01. Then the a-open neighborhood of xc 
u = fi {jJ* E 8(x*): I y*(xl,) - x*(x,)1 < Ej 
I;=1 
has the property that, if y* E U, then v*(a) E U, C W, and v*(i) = 0 if i 7’; LX. 
Thus UC W so W is u-open. 
For the proof of (c), we first observe that Wj 3 8(x(j)) for every ,j E crit x 
is clear. Let t E crit x and xj* E Wj . Then there exists x* E W such that 
x*(j) = xj* and x*(i) = 0 if i # j. Choose a a-open set 
u = fi {y* E 6(x*): / y*(x,J - x*(xJj < c> 
A=1 
so that W 3 U. Then we see that 
Wj 1 { {y*(j) E &X*): i y*(j) xdj) - x*(j) xk(j)l < ~1 
I;=1 
and the right side is a a-open neighborhood of x*i(j). Thus Wj is u-open. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let X = (n X,)., . Suppose that X is an (A)-space. 
Fix an arbitrary index a, let x, E S(X,), and let W, be a a-open set in 8(X,*) 
such that W, 3 8(x,). Define x E X by setting x(i) = 0 if i + CY and X(E) = x, . 
Let W = ni Wi where Wi = (0) if i # a. Then W is a-open in 8(X*) by 
part (b) of Lemma 4.2 and 8(x) C W. By the (A)-property, there exists a y E X 
such that 8’(y) C Wand 
sup{x*(x): x* E &(X”)\b(y)) < 1. 
It follows that crit y = crit x = a, 6(yJ C W, , and 
sup{x*(a) x(a): x*(a) E a(X,*)\a(JJ(a))> 
< sup{x*(x): either i E crit y and x*(i) E &(Xi*)\&(y(i)) 
or i $ crit y and x*(i) E &Xi*)) 
= sup{x*(x): x* E 6(X*)\&(y)] < 1. 
Thus X, is an (A)-space. 
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Now suppose each Xi is an (A)-space. Let x E S(X) and W be 
a a-open set with W 3 G?(X). By Lemma 4.2(c), for each j E crit x, the set 
Wj == {x*(j): x* E W} n 8(X?*) is o-open in cs”(Xj*) and Wj 1 ~?(x(j)). By 
the (A)-property, there exists for eachj E crit x an element yj E S(XJ such that 
&(yJ C Wj and 
sup{x*(j) x(j): x*(j) E &(Xj*)\a( jJJ> = 1 - Ej 
for some cj > 0. Choose l 0 > 0 such that crit x = {j: I/ x(j)11 > 1 - Ed}. 
Define y in X by v(j) = yj if j E crit x and v(i) = 0 if i 6 crit x. Then 
crit y = crit x, b(y) C W, and 
sup{x*(x): x* E 6(X*)\&(y)} 
= sup{x*(,lc): either i E crit y and x*(i) E &(Xi*)\&(y(i)) 
or i $ crit y and x*(i) E &Xi*)} 
Thus X is an (A)-space and the proof is complete. 
We next consider &-products of certain (A)-spaces. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (XJisl be a collection of (A)-spaces such that 8(X,*) is 
weak* closedfor each i. Then (ni JQl, is an (A)-space. 
Proof. Let X = (n X& . We first note the natural identification of 8(X*) 
with lJIiEI G(Xi*). In fact, taking the a-topologies on 8(X*) and &Xi*) and 
the product topology on ni 6(X<*), this identification is easily seen to be a 
homeomorphism (using the fact that convergence in the product topology is 
equivalent to coordinatewise convergence). In particular, 8(X*) is weak*- 
closed (hence o-compact). Now let x E S(X) and let W be a o-open set in 
8(X*) which contains 6’(x). By the o-compactness of 8’(x), it follows that there 
exist a finite number of u-open sets of the type 
v, = r-I ui (k = l,..., n), 
id 
where Ui = &(Xi*) for all but finitely many indices i(k, I),..., i(k, nk) and Vi 
is a-open in &‘(Xi*) if i = i(k, V) (V = I,..., n,), such that 
8(x) c rj v, c w. 
k=l 
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Define I0 = [i(k, v): k == l,..., n; v = I ,..., tzk) and supp x = (i E I: x(i) + 0.;. 
for anyj E supp x we have 
&(X(j)) C prj CJ VI, , 
t 1 k=l 
where prj denotes the projection onto thejth coordinate space. Since Xj is an 
(A)-space, there is yj E Xj such that 
and 
SUp{X*(j) X(j): X*(j) E &(Xj*)\&(yj)} = ,/ X(j)]! - Ej 
for some cj > 0. Next we define the element y E X by 
y(i) = 1: ’ if i E supp x n I,, 
2 otherwise. 
Then 
d(y) c i, v, c w. 
z 
Also, if x* E G(X*)\b(y), then x*(j) $ &(y(j)) for some j E supp y so 
x*(j) $ &( y(j)) for some j E supp x. It follows that 
X*(X) -= C X*(i) X(i) < C Ij X(i)11 T ,j x(j)ii - Ej 
i#j 
=I-q<l-E, 
where E = min{Ej: j E supp x n I,,). Hence 
sup{x*(x): x* E &x*)\&(y)) ::‘- 1 - E < 1. 
and the proof is complete. 
Taking Xi to be the set of real numbers for each i, we deduce 
COROLLARY 4.4. Z,(S) is an (A)-space for any set S. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let L, = L,(S, Z, CL), where (S, 2, p) is a a-jinite 
measure space. Then L, is an (A)-space ifand only if(S, Z, CL) is purely atomic. 
ProoJl If L, is an (A)-space, then (by Theorem 2.4) L, is strongly nonlunar 
so, by Theorem 5.4 of [l], (S, Z, CL) is purely atomic. Conversely, if (S, Z, p) 
is purely atomic, then L, is of type I,(T) for some set T, so the conclusion 
follows from Corollary 4.4. 
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